
John Bryant explains the problem: "Every move it to another street to break the habit. 

year, between July and September, I am Unfortunately the damage sometimes 

alerted to hyped-up fox cubs that are getting continues.

under cars. The first case I had was in 

Epsom where the police had been called 
So, could RatMat from Hammer about concerns that a vandal had a 
Technologies, be the answer? Since its vendetta against certain houses in the street. 
launch to the professional pest control This was because brake pipes and electric 
market by Killgerm, RatMat devleloper Toby looms were being 'slashed' under cars. The 
Bateson has realised that, as well as rodents, police sat in a bedroom for a week 
the tiles will probably be effective in watching the street all night. The damage 
repelling other animals in many situations.continued but the police didn't see any 

Pest put John in touch with Toby to assess suspicious activity, only foxes running along 

the fox deterrent suggestion. the road. They brought some of the 
off-grid use,” added Toby.

damaged parts to me and I informed them Toby explains: “The RatMat works like an 
As John Bryant explains: “The RatMat also that the damage was caused by animals' electric fence on the floor. The interlocking 
fits well with Defra's policy on urban foxes. teeth, namely foxes.” tiles deliver a repellent, non-lethal shock to 
This states: 'Previous attempts to kill urban 

any animal that walks on it, unless they are “Another recent case involved a private mini-
foxes to achieve a sustained population 

bus that was parked on the owner's drive. wearing shoes. As the tiles can be driven 
reduction have not been successful in the 

The owner complained that the bus had on, they would make an excellent solution to 
long-term because of the mobility of foxes 

been attacked by foxes several times costing the juvenile urban fox problem. The car 
and their ability to produce offspring in him £6,000 in repairs. His solution was to could be parked on the tiles, deterring foxes 
large numbers; territories made vacant by wrap a wooden picket fence all round the from the underside.
culling resident foxes are rapidly colonised bus at night. This worked well – although he “We are proud that it is a long-lasting and 
by new individuals. The most effective later reported that the foxes were biting humane method which does not involve 
strategies to resolve fox problems are through the wooden palings.” poisons or traps. The tiles connect together 
non-lethal methods, focusing on 

Damage can not only be expensive but is quickly and easily, like jigsaw pieces, to give 
preventative and deterrent strategies.'

also a danger to motorists. One of John’s a hard-wearing surface. An energiser 
Although both John and Toby agree that clients found herself without brakes on the similar to those used for electric fences is 
RatMat is a potentially humane, safe and M25. John's usual advice is to squirt citrus connected and you're ready. It can be used 
effective solution to juvenile urban foxes, dog or cat repellent under the vehicle, or, if indoors and outdoors and a solar powered 
further work is underway to evaluate its use.the car seems to be the only one targeted to battery unit will soon be available for 

RatMat to the rescue?

Having read in Pest 60: December 2018 & January 2019 about the very 
recently launched electrically charged RatMat, John Bryant from the 
Humane Urban Wildlife Deterrence, got in touch with Pest as he could see 
opportunities for its use against foxes.
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RatMat for foxes?

RatMat developer, Toby Bateson holding one 
of the RatMat tiles on display at PestEx




